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ABSTRACT: The suitability of zeolites for a certain application
strongly depends on their structural features. Among the types of
shape selectivity, there is the still quite unexplored “cage or window
eﬀect” consisting of an unusual nonmonotonic increase of the Henry
coeﬃcient with chain length in cagelike zeolites when the guest
hydrocarbon becomes too long to ﬁt comfortably inside the wider part of
the cages. This phenomenon has been addressed for alkanes in various
zeolites, but a study dealing with alkenes is lacking. Because of both
scientiﬁc interest and the impact on the petrochemical industry, we
aimed at assessing window eﬀects for a variety of alkenes regarding the
position and number of the double bond. We used advanced molecular
simulation techniques and considered the rigid all-silica channel-like
OFF and cagelike ERI, CHA, and ITQ-29 zeolites. Our study reveals
results similar to those of alkanes when the double bond is located at the
chain extremes. Conversely, less molecular ﬂexibility induced by intermediate positions of the double bond or the presence of
more than one bond lead to a weakness of the window eﬀect, except for the ITQ-29 because of its considerably larger cage.
These ﬁndings result in signiﬁcant values of this type of selectivity for separations of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons with
chain lengths commensurate with the zeolite cages.

1. INTRODUCTION
Zeolites are nanoporous crystalline structures based essentially
on tetrahedral coordinated T atoms, where T is usually silica or
aluminum, linked together by oxygen atoms to shape a threedimensional system of cavities of molecular dimensions.
Diﬀerent types of zeolites result from diﬀerences in the way
the T atoms may join in the space. These materials are widely
used as molecular sieves, cation exchangers, or catalysts in
petrochemical applications. It is well-known that the performance of zeolites for a given task strongly depends on the
structural features. While their active sites are related with
catalytic activity of zeolites, the diameter, interconnectivity, and
dimensionality of the pore system give rise to the molecular
sieving action. This ability to discriminate among reactants,
products, or reaction intermediates according to shape and size
of pores is called shape selectivity, and it is of great importance
and widely exploited in catalysis. Three main types of shape
selectivity have been described, namely reactant shape
selectivity (RSS),1 product shape selectivity (PSS),1 and
restricted transition-state selectivity (TSS).2 They are related
with the eﬀect of zeolite topology on the barriers to adsorption,
desorption, and reaction, respectively. Other types are the
subject of debate, such as the so-called “cage” or “window”
eﬀect.3−7 The origin of the window eﬀect is a relatively
unfavorable adsorption for the chain lengths close to the cage
size combined with a low orientational freedom as the chains
© 2015 American Chemical Society

are stretched across a cage tethered at opposite windows. For
instance, the cavity of erionite has dimensions similar to the
length of n-octane, which is responsible for the “window” eﬀect.
A deep molecular-level characterization of this phenomenon
within the nanopores is essential to understand many processes
of relevance, from a scientiﬁc point of view to industrial
applications. In this regard, molecular simulation is a powerful
tool that allows detailed exploration of the molecular
arrangements of the conﬁned ﬂuid. Conventional molecular
simulations are generally limited to relatively fast diﬀusing
molecules or small rigid molecules, and only Dubbeldam et
al.8−11 addressed this subject for alkanes in various zeolites by
using advanced molecular simulation techniques.12−14 Overall,
longer n-alkanes have more attractive adsorbent−adsorbate
interactions and thus a lower adsorption enthalpy. Likewise,
they have fewer conformations in the adsorbed phase as
compared to the gas phase and thus lower adsorption entropy.
The decrease in enthalpy oﬀsets the decrease in entropy, so that
the Gibbs free energy of adsorption decreases (and the Henry
coeﬃcient increases) with the lengthening of the n-alkane.
However, their simulations indicated that the compensation
theory applies for channel-type zeolites as OFF-type, which
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exhibit the described usual monotonic increase of the Henry
coeﬃcient with the chain length. However, for cage-type
zeolites with small windows, the described behavior occurs only
for eﬀective chain lengths much smaller than the cage size.
From a certain alkane chain length of comparable size to the
zeolite cage, their results revealed a distinct decrease in the
Henry adsorption constants. The linear relationship breaks
down. Instead of attractive adsorbate−adsorbent interactions,
these windows exert repulsive adsorbate−adsorbent interactions that increase the adsorption enthalpy of any n-alkane
partially adsorbed inside such a window. Accordingly, the usual
compensation between adsorption enthalpy and adsorption
entropy ceases as soon as n-alkanes become too long to ﬁt
comfortably inside the wider part of these pores (cages). For
these n-alkanes, the loss of entropy with increasing length
dominates their adsorption properties. Dubbeldam et al.8−11
corroborated the existence of the window eﬀect for ERI-type
zeolite as well as for CHA and LTA sieves. The CHA-type
cages are slightly shorter than the elongated ERI-type cages,
and both cage types are signiﬁcantly smaller than the spherical
LTA-type cages. Therefore, the heats of adsorption in this
zeolite were found also to be nonmonotonic but only for large
alkanes, particularly those longer than 21 carbon atoms.
Despite the eﬀorts on paraﬃns,8−11,15 to our knowledge a
study of this phenomenon dealing with oleﬁns is lacking.
However, this is crucial because separation of mixtures of
alkane and alkene molecules is of great interest in the
petrochemical industry. Besides, adsorption-based separations16
of hydrocarbons are low-cost alternatives to other separation
technologies, such us cryogenic distillation. Thus, in this work
we evaluate the window eﬀects for a variety of alkenes in regard
to the position and number of double bonds. Speciﬁcally, we
conducted conﬁgurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) simulations to compute heats of adsorption and Henry coeﬃcients
and analyzed these magnitudes as a function of the carbon
chain length. With the aim of comparing with alkanes, we also
used the rigid all-silica OFF-, ERI-, CHA-, and LTA-type
zeolites. From the Henry coeﬃcients, we calculate the
selectivity at dilute regime to assess the eﬀectiveness of
oleﬁn−paraﬃn as well as oleﬁn−oleﬁn separations.

Figure 1. Atomic structure and solvent surface of the targeted zeolites.

dimensions. In all-silica structures, the electric ﬁeld does not
vary much across the channels and cages, and Coulomb
contributions to the energy of the alkenes can be neglected.
These force ﬁelds were proven to be suitable for accurately
reproducing the adsorption properties of short alkenes in allsilica zeolites. Torsion interactions when the double bond is not
located in the ﬁrst position of the chain was described with a
potential recently developed in our group on the basis of
quantum calculations.19 To establish a comparison, simulations
of alkanes were also carried out by using parameters reported in
Dubbeldam et al.14 All used intra- and intermolecular force ﬁeld
parameters are summarized in Table S1 of the Supporting
Information.
Using the above-described models and force ﬁelds, CBMC
simulations were conducted to eﬃciently characterize the lowcoverage adsorption of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons
in the targeted porous structures. In the CBMC scheme,
molecules are grown atom by atom, biasing the growth process
toward energetically favorable conﬁgurations and avoiding
overlap with the zeolite. A comprehensive description can be
found in previously reported works.12−14 Simulations were
performed using the RASPA code.20,21 We used the NVT
ensemble with the Widom particle-insertion method22 to
account for the heats of adsorption, Qst, and Henry coeﬃcients,
KH. Both magnitudes were calculated for a wide range of chain
lengths and at 600 K because this is the temperature of interest
in catalytic processes. All simulations consist of 50 000
equilibration cycles and 2 000 000 production cycles. Likewise,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the NVT ensemble
were conducted to characterize molecular conformations within
the pores along the time. We ﬁxed the temperature using
Nose−Hoover thermostat.23,24 We used a time step of 0.5 fs
and executed the production runs for 10 million steps (5 ns).

2. METHODS
The zeolite lattices (illustrated in Figure 1) were modeled as
rigid crystals with the framework atoms placed at the
crystallographic positions. Detailed structural description of
these zeolites can be found elsewhere. We used the united-atom
model reported by Liu et al.17 for describing the alkenes. The
CH3 (sp3), CH2 (sp3 and sp2), and CH (sp2) groups are thus
considered as single interaction centers with their own eﬀective
potentials. The bonded interactions include bond-stretching,
bond-bending, and torsion potentials. The beads in the chain
are connected by harmonic bonding potentials. The bond
bending between three neighboring beads is modeled by a
harmonic cosine bending potential, and changes in the torsional
angle are controlled by TraPPE cosine series potential. The
beads in a chain separated by more than three bonds interact
with each other through a Lennard-Jones potential. Nonbonded interactions consisted of dispersive Lennard-Jones
interactions between guest molecules and also with the oxygen
framework atoms. The interactions with the silica atoms are
implicitly taken into account in this eﬀective potential. The
potential is cut and shifted with the cutoﬀ distance set to 12 Å
with periodic boundary conditions18 exerted in the three

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because the adsorptive phenomenon under study is closely
related to the topology and pore dimensions of the zeolite
frameworks, a number of host properties were computed using
Zeo++.25 This is a software package used for analysis of
crystalline porous materials from a geometric viewpoint on the
basis of the Voronoi decomposition. On the one hand, two
quantities of particular interest characterizing the pores are the
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approximately 7 Å. In addition, Figure 2 displays the pore
size distributions to provide information on the void space that
corresponds to certain pore sizes. Virtually the whole accessible
space in CHA, ERI, and ITQ-29 corresponds to the cages.
Figure 3 shows the heats of adsorption and Henry
coeﬃcients as a function of chain length for alkanes and their
respective 2- and 4- alkenes for the four considered all-silica
zeolites at 600 K. Results are qualitatively in agreement because
they are closely related magnitudes. Data for alkanes agree with
those previously reported.8−11 As occurs for alkanes, the heat of
adsorption and Henry coeﬃcients of alkenes in OFF increase
linearly with carbon chain length because the enthalpy gained
by molecule−wall interaction outweighs the loss in entropy.
Only tiny diﬀerences in their respective values can be observed
regardless of the position of the double bond. For the
remaining zeolites, the window eﬀect found for alkanes is
also observed for the studied alkenes: ERI- and CHA-structures
show a nonmonotonic, periodic behavior, which occurs also for
ITQ-29 but only for chains longer than 21 carbon atoms. The
local maxima in Henry coeﬃcients indicate that the shape of
chains with 5 or 6 carbon atoms is commensurate with that of a
CHA-type cage, whereas in ERI-type cage it occurs for chains
lengths of 8 or 9 atoms. These extrema are maintained for all
the plotted hydrocarbons. The following sharp decrease
denotes that the molecules are forced to curl up so as to ﬁt
into a single cage. When they are even longer, this
conformation becomes too unfavorable and they stretch across
two cages instead, as reﬂected in the local minima in both
magnitudes. For alkanes, the ﬁrst molecule to stretch across two
cages is dodecane in CHA and tetradecane in ERI-type zeolite.
These minima are slightly shifted toward larger chain lengths
for the 2-alkenes in relation to the respective alkanes. When the
double bond is located at a more intermediate position, in
particular the fourth carbon, the window eﬀect is found to be
considerably less noticeable. Increasing the chain length
improves adsorption again. Unlike the small, elongated CHA-

pore limiting diameter (PLD) and the largest cavity diameter
(LCD). The PLD, also known as the maximum free sphere
diameter,26 is deﬁned as the largest diameter that a sphere can
have within the framework so that it can move through the
structure without overlapping one or more frameworks atoms.
The LCD, also called maximum included sphere diameter,26 is
deﬁned as the largest spherical particle that can be inserted at
some point within the pores without overlapping with any
framework atoms. On the other hand, two important
geometrical parameters characterizing the accessible space are
surface area and pore volume. The accessible surface area
(ASA), originally deﬁned by Lee and Richards,27 represents the
surface traced by the center of a spherical probe as it is rolled
along the atomic surface. The accessible volume (AV) can be
analogously deﬁned as the volume reachable by the center of
the probe. Unlike pore sizes, these magnitudes are thus a
function of the size of the guest molecules. Table 1 collects
Table 1. Characteristic Diameters and Accessible Space
(Probe Radius = 1.3 Å) of the Zeolites Obtained Using Zeo+
+ Code25
pore size
zeolites

PLD [Å]

LCD [Å]

ASA [m2·g‑1]

AV [cm3·g‑1]

OFF
CHA
ERI
ITQ-29

6.27
3.43
3.24
3.66

7.04
7.00
6.91
10.58

1056
1331
1033
1079

0.0792
0.0999
0.0780
0.1216

both the characteristic pore sizes and the accessible space using
helium (kinetic radius of 1.3 Å) as a probe molecule for the
targeted zeolites. The channel-like topology of OFF means
slight diﬀerences between the PLD and the LCD; LCD is about
twice the value of the PLD in the cagelike zeolites and even
more in the case of ITQ-29. The LCD of the latter is further
larger than that of the remaining zeolites, which is

Figure 2. Pore size distributions of (a) OFF, (b) CHA, (c) ERI, and(d) ITQ-29 zeolites obtained using Zeo++ code25 with a probe radius of 1.3 Å.
19238
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Figure 3. Henry coeﬃcients (empty symbols) and heats of adsorption (solid symbols) as a function of the chain length of alkanes (gray symbols)
and their respective alkenes with the double bond located in position 2 (yellow symbols) and position 4 (blue symbols) in (a) OFF, (b) CHA, (c)
ERI, and (d) ITQ-29 zeolites at 600 K.

and ERI-type cages, molecules have more orientational freedom
in the large, spherical LTA-type cages. The largest molecules
that ﬁt inside a single cage are these with 22−24 carbon atoms,
and they represent the local minimum in the adsorption
properties. In this case, results are virtually invariant with the
presence and position of the double bond in the hydrocarbons.
To illustrate the above information, Figure 4 displays snapshots
from NVT calculations in all the zeolites for the speciﬁc case of
2-alkene with 20 carbon atoms. The ﬁgure allows one to neatly
observe the stretching across two cages in CHA and ERI,
whereas the adsorbate is still rolled up in the cage of ITQ-29.
To evaluate the inﬂuence of both the position and number of
double bonds, we computed heats of adsorption in CHA and
ERI zeolites for alkenes with two double bonds located in
positions 1 and 4 (Figure 5). The respective minima reveal that
the window eﬀect of these unsaturated hydrocarbons becomes
relatively less pronounced in CHA zeolite and virtually
negligible in ERI. This can be explained in terms of the
enthalpic and entropic variations. Tables S2−S7 of the
Supporting Information provide the energies, enthalpies, and
entropies of adsorption at zero coverage for all the systems.
The increase (decrease in absolute value) of these magnitudes
as consequence of the window eﬀect diminishes for unsaturated
hydrocarbons. As can be observed in Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information, this phenomenon is however still
present in ITQ-29 zeolite even for alkenes with a double bond
every four carbon atoms. This can be attributed to the large size
of the zeolite cages.
We ﬁnd both the position and the number of double bonds
of the guest hydrocarbons notably aﬀect this quite unexplored
cage phenomenon. To gain insight into the microscopic source,

Figure 4. Snapshot of the molecular conformation of an unsaturated
hydrocarbon of 20 carbon atoms and double bond in position 2 within
the pores of (a) OFF, (b) CHA, (c) ERI, and (d) ITQ-29 zeolites at
600 K.

the molecular ﬂexibility and conformation of the adsorbates is
quantitatively evaluated. In Figure 6, we plot the average
distance between the extreme carbon atoms of the hydrocarbon
19239
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chain as a function of the chain length for saturated and
unsaturated hydrocarbons in all the zeolites. The obtained
curve is indeed in close relation with the adsorption behavior
reported in the above ﬁgures. The position of the minima in
heat of adsorption (or in Henry coeﬃcients) indicates a
crossover point. Below this crossover point, the molecules ﬁt
into a single cage; above this point, the chains start to ﬁnd it
energetically more favorable to stretch across two cages. This
fact is clearly apparent from the plots in the cagelike structures,
where abrupt increases of the average distance denoting the
molecular stretching are observed at the previously commented
chain lengths in each zeolite. In the channel-like OFF zeolite,
we found the expected linear trend.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the value along the time of
the distance between the extreme carbon atoms of 2-alkenes for
(i) a short chain (in blue), (ii) a chain commensurate with the
framework cage (in yellow), and (iii) a longer chain (in violet)
in the studied zeolites. The information obtained for alkanes
and 4-alkenes is provided in Figures S2 and S3 of the
Supporting Information, respectively. The ﬂuctuating data with
most probable values shifted from the average when the carbon
chains are commensurate with the shape of the cages evidence
the described unstable conformation. In addition, Figure S4 of
the Supporting Information shows this distance as a function of
the simulation time for the speciﬁc case of a 2-alkene with 20
carbon atoms in all the zeolites, providing quantitative data to
the situations visualized in Figure 4. The lowest value, ca. 5 Å,
corresponds to the ITQ-29 zeolite, denoting the rolling up of
the hydrocarbon.
The diﬀerent behavior of the saturated and unsaturated
hydrocarbons when their chain lengths are commensurate with

Figure 5. Heats of adsorption as a function of the chain length for
alkanes (gray symbols) and their respective alkenes with the double
bond located in position 2 (yellow symbols), position 4 (blue
symbols), and both positions 1 and 4 (green symbols) in a) CHA and
b) ERI zeolites at 600 K.

Figure 6. Average distance between the extreme carbon atoms of the hydrocarbons as a function of the chain length for alkanes (gray symbols) and
their respective alkenes with the double bond located in position 2 (yellow symbols), position 4 (blue symbols), and both positions 1 and 4 (green
symbols) in (a) OFF, (b) CHA, and (c) ERI zeolites, and also every four carbon atoms (pink symbols) in (d) ITQ-29 zeolite.
19240
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Figure 7. Distribution of the value along the time of the distance between the extreme carbon atoms of 2-alkenes with a short chain (blue), a chain
commensurate with the zeolite cage (yellow), and a longer chain (violet) in (a) OFF, (b) CHA, (c) ERI, and (d) ITQ-29 zeolites.

the zeolite cages can be exploited for their separation. The
eﬃciency of this type of selectivity (window eﬀect) is next
evaluated in terms of the Henry coeﬃcients. This magnitude is
a useful way to gauge if a material can be adsorption-selective.
Particularly, the selectivity at low coverage for the separation of
two molecules is estimated as the ratio of their Henry
coeﬃcients and allows one to qualitatively observe the
separation ability of the structure in this regime. In Figure 8
(top panel), we plot the ratios of Henry constants for 4-alkene/
alkane as a function of the chain length in CHA and ERI
zeolites. Results for OFF and ITQ-29 zeolites are also displayed
in Figure S5 of the Supporting Information. The selectivity is
indeed remarkably larger for the chain lengths corresponding to
window eﬀects in each zeolite. Thus, CHA and ERI zeolites can
be promising candidates for the separation of these hydrocarbons for chains of about 11−13 and 14−16 carbon atoms,
respectively. As ERI exhibits the largest selectivity values, Figure
8 (bottom panel) shows the results for various hydrocarbon
pairs in this speciﬁc zeolite. Those for CHA zeolite are given in
Figure S6 of the Supporting Information. Speciﬁcally, we
evaluated the separation of an alkane from the respective 2alkene, 4-alkene, and n-1,4-diene, as well as of 4-alkenes from 2alkenes. As can be seen, the selectivity for the separation of
these adsorbate pairs increases notably for carbon chains of
14−16 atoms because of window eﬀects, except for 2-alkene/
alkane. Whereas ERI zeolite is the most selective for this binary
mixture for chains shorter than 14 carbon atoms, this separation
is notably less feasible for the range of chain lengths
corresponding to cage eﬀects in this zeolite. This is due to
only slight variations in the behavior of the 2-alkene in relation
to the alkane. As previously discussed, the relative weakness of
the window eﬀect is rather more signiﬁcant for the 4-alkenes
and n-1,4-dienes, which results in the displayed high values of
selectivity. Results for 4-alkene/2-alkene reveal the eﬀectiveness

Figure 8. Selectivity at low coverage from Henry coeﬃcients plotted
against the chain length for 4-alkene/alkane separation in CHA and
ERI zeolites (top) and for various adsorbate pairs in ERI zeolite
(bottom) at 600 K. Nomenclature used for the hydrocarbons: alkane
(a), alkenes with double bond in position 2 (e2), position 4 (e4), and
positions 1 and 4 (e1−4).
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for alkanes. In particular, they show a monotonic increasing
trend for the channel-like OFF zeolite and window eﬀects in
the cagelike CHA, ERI, and ITQ-29 zeolites. The less
conformational freedom induced by intermediate positions
and mainly the presence of various double bonds in the alkenes
lead to a weakness and even a vanishing of the window eﬀect in
CHA and ERI zeolites. Just slight deviations in enthalpy and
entropy from the linearly increasing (in absolute value)
tendency are appreciated for these alkenes with chain lengths
commensurate with the cage sizes. Conversely, this is not the
case in ITQ-29, where this phenomenon is preserved for the
studied unsaturated hydrocarbons because of its notably larger
cages. The diﬀerent degrees of window eﬀect for the targeted
hydrocarbons were shown to be, in terms of the selectivity at
low loading calculated from the Henry coeﬃcients, eﬃcient for
oleﬁn−paraﬃn and oleﬁn−oleﬁn separation applications.
Although the largest computed values of selectivity correspond
to ERI zeolite, the choice of the optimal cagelike zeolite
exploiting this type of selectivity depends on the chain length.
Because separations of light alkenes/alkanes are the most
challenging and recognized to be a key technology in the
petrochemical industry, structures with small cages would
appear competitive in this respect.

of window eﬀects for also separating unsaturated hydrocarbon
isomers in regards to the position of the double bond.
The eﬀect exerted on the heat of adsorption by the type of
framework and by temperature is shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a
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Figure 9. Isosteric heats of adsorption as a function of the
hydrocarbon chain length for (a) alkanes (closed gray symbols) and
1-alkenes (closed red symbols) in OFF (down triangles), CHA
(circles), ERI (squares), and ITQ-29 (up triangles) zeolites at 600 K
and for (b) 1-alkenes at 600 K (red symbols) and 300 K (blue
symbols) in CHA zeolite.

compiles the results of this property for alkanes and 1-alkenes
in all the structures. For short chains, the heats of adsorption
are quite similar in all structures except for ITQ-29, which
exhibits lower values. This is consistent with the pore sizes
reported in Table 1. For the hydrocarbons with the longest
chains, the highest values of heats of adsorption were found for
OFF, followed by ITQ-29, ERI, and CHA. In the 1D channel
OFF, the hydrocarbons have strong interactions, and they curl
up in ERI and CHA cavities, exhibiting the lowest interactions.
Size and window eﬀects lead to the diﬀerent described
situations at low-coverage regime for short and long chains.
Finally, we have checked that temperature does not aﬀect the
window eﬀect for the alkenes, as evidenced by Dubbeldam et
al.10 for alkanes. Figure 9b shows the isosteric heats of
adsorption for 1-alkenes in CHA at 300 and 600 K. As
expected, heat of adsorption is almost independent of
temperature; therefore, the maximum for 10 carbon atoms
and the minimum for 12 carbon atoms remain unaltered.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
We performed molecular simulations of adsorption of hydrocarbons in zeolites to account for the inﬂuence exerted by the
number and position of double bonds. When evaluating the
heats of adsorption as a function of the chain lengths, we found
alkenes to exhibit similar behavior to those previously reported
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